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Summary
Udawalawe, which extend over an area of 32,315 ha was designated as a National park (UNP),
on 30th June 1972 (Government Gazette Notification No.14) as a part of the River Valley
Development Project which led the construction of the Udawalawe Reservoir. A second reservoir,
the Mau Ara, was constructed within the Udawalawe National Park in 1998.
Lying in the Dry Zone, the climatic conditions in Udawalawe are characterized by uniformly high
temperatures, seasonal rainfall and an annual drought; the mean annual rainfall is about
1500mm. Rainfall peaks coincide with the South-West Monsoon in April- May, and North- East
Monsoon in October-November period. Mean annual temperature is approximately 32○C and
relative humidity ranges between 61% and 94% during day time.
Apart from the two large reservoirs mentioned above, water sources in the UNP mostly comprise
of seasonal medium and small water tanks built by early natives, which are scattered throughout
the reserve. Most of these abandoned water bodies hold lesser amounts of water even during
the rainy season, mainly due to high level siltation and damaged bunds/dikes. This scenario
resulted in a scarcity of water in the interior areas of the park, especially during extreme drought
periods which extends for about 5- 6 months. The lack of sufficient water supply has been playing
a major role in determining the animal density and diversity, specially limiting mega herbivores
by reducing their densities within the UNP, reducing the habitat quality of the national park,
which also leads to the diminishing of visitor satisfaction.
To develop/rehabilitate water sources to inhabit fauna and flora within the national park, the
Department of Wildlife Conservation has submitted a sub project proposal
(ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE-WATER/3a-12) to ESCAMP with the objective of increasing spatial
and temporal availability of water for wildlife enrichment in the park, which was also cleared by
the World Bank. The proposal highlights the necessity to develop few water sources in the
interior areas of the park such as Bellanbandipelessa Wewa, Divulapitiya Wewa, Millagashandiya
Wewa and Muwanpelssa Wewa which are small water tanks and 16 more waterholes. Proposed
sub project activities will be implemented in three phases under the supervision and assistance
of the relevant staff of the Department of Wildlife Conservation and ESCAMP. This report
comprises baseline data on the existing condition of the physical and biological environment, the
anticipated environment and social impacts, and proposed mitigation measures. All adverse
impacts concerning ecology, management of construction, shelter and sanitation, use of
equipment and machinery, environmental health and safety, occupational hazards, social and
other possible environment-social management and monitoring plan have been dealt with in
detail in the respective sections of this report as required by the Environment Assessment and
Management Framework for the ESCAMP.
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1. Description of the Sub Project
Project Background: Udawalawe National Park (UNP) is managed by the Department of Wildlife
Conservation (DWC) under the provisions of Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance. Positioned in
the lowland dry zone of Sri Lanka, where the mean annual rainfall is about 1524 mm, it was
declared as a National park (NP) on 30th June 1972 (Government Gazette Notification No.14) as
a part of the River Valley Development Project that led the construction of the Udawalawe
Reservoir, primarily to protect the immediate catchments of the Udawalawe Reservoir, and also
to provide a refuge for displaced elephants. It is strategically located to provide a link to the
elephant populations in further east via less developed areas in Lunugumvehera. and in the north
towards Kalthota, Koslanda and Haldummulla.
The total extent of the NP is 32,315ha which encompasses the Udawalawe Reservoir that
accounts for 3,405 ha at its’ full capacity. UNP comprises the lower and immediate catchments
of the reservoir and parts of Mau Ara basin in the East. Its Western half, on the left bank of the
reservoir lies in the Ratnapura District, and its Eastern sector on the right bank in Moneragala
District. The southern boundary is defined by the Udawalwe- Thanamalvila road. Other
boundaries are not clearly identified and yet to be settled.
Flora: Very little original vegetation remains in the park due to earlier anthropogenic activities; including
shifting/chena cultivation and the damming of the Walawe River and Mau Ara for reservoirs. The
vegetation of UNP comprise slow-growth dry-mixed evergreen forests, in addition to riverine
forests along the Walawe river, dry savanna, scrub, grasslands and forest plantations of
eucalyptus and teak can be observed.
Dominant flora species include Satin - බුරුත (Chloroxylon switenia), Halmilla - හල්මිල්මල (Berrya
cordifolia), Ebony - කළුවර (Diospyros ebenum), Ehala - ඇහැල (Cassia fistula), Kolon - කකොකලොන්
(Adina cordifolia), Milla - ිල්මල (Vitex pinnata), Maila - මයිල (Bauhinea racemosa), Kon - කකොන්
(Schleichera oleosa) and Kunumella - කුණුිල්මල (Diospyros ovalifolia). In the riverine forest
segments, Kumbuk - කුඹුක් (Terminalia arjuna) and the endemic Mandorang (Hopea cordifolia)
can be observed. Savana grasslands are dominated by Mana -මොනො (Cymbopogon confertiflorus),
Illuk - ඉළුක් (Imperata cylindrica) and Pohon (Pennissetum olystachyon).
Fauna: The UNP is blessed with many species of wildlife including endangered, critically
endangered and even endemic species and has become one of the major tourism destinations
for wildlife watching. It is an important habitat mainly for Sri Lankan elephants. The rusty-spotted
cat, fishing cat and Sri Lankan kotiya are members of the family Felidae present in the park.
The Sri Lankan sloth bear is also seen within the park. Sri Lankan sambar deer, Sri Lankan axis
deer, Indian muntjac, Sri Lankan spotted chevrotain, wild water-buffalo are among other
important wild mammal species. Golden jackal, Asian palm civet, toque macaque, tufted grey
langur and Indian hare also inhabit the park. A study conducted in 1989 found that considerable
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numbers of golden palm civets inhabit the forests of Udawalawe. Five species of mice also have
been recorded from the UNP. The endemic Ceylon spiny mouse, known from Yala National Park,
was recorded in Udawalawe in 1989. Indian bush rat and three species of mongoose are also
recorded in the UNP. The avifauna includes large number of warblers (Prinia sp.), together with
the usual low-country birds in forested areas, and a variety of raptors. Water birds found on the
reservoir include rare visitors/breeding residents such as Indian cormorant (Phalacrocorax
fuscicollis) and osprey (Pandion haliaetus). Notable endemic species are Sri Lanka spurfowl
(Galloperdix bicalcarta), Sri Lanka junglefowl (Gallus lafayettii), malabar pied hornbill
(Anthracoceros coronatus), Sri Lanka grey hornbill (Ocyceros gingalensis) and brown capped
babbler (Pellorneum fuscocapillum).
Wildlife in the park is supported by various habitats such as extensive grasslands and secondary
forests that support large herds of elephants, wild buffalo populations and other herbivores. In
addition, two larger man-made reservoirs and some seasonal water bodies and seasonal streams
and streamlets (Kooonkatu-ara, Gal-ara, Kiral-ara, Gurugala-ara, Kaudili-ara, Kuda-oya,
Thithtthawel-ara, Katupath-oya, Thalpath-ara, Meegas-ara, Kanamediriya-ara, Muthhtage-ara,
Habaralu-ara and Nika-ara) provide water and many aquatic habitats, serving both terrestrial
and aquatic wildlife in the park. Apart from these seasonal streams and streamlets, there are
large number of stagnant water bodies which completely dry up during the dry period that results
in water scarcity in the interior of the park, which is a major problem in this park. This occurs
mainly due to the lack of adequate water holding/retaining capacity of the small water bodies in
the interior areas of the park. This water shortage limits mega herbivores by reducing their
densities, which require large amounts of water for daily consumption. This affects the
biodiversity negatively, leading to human-elephant conflicts in adjacent villages and also has
diminished visitor satisfaction etc.
The UNP has a Management Plan initially prepared by the GEF project and revised by the
PAM&WC project. This management plan has also identified that “Improvement of water
availability for the animals is a vital factor for wildlife management and conservation in the NP”.
Hence the DWC Officials stationed in UNP have proposed to rehabilitate four (4) small tanks and
16 small waterholes to overcome the water scarcity during the dry period of the year, through
funds of ESCAMP. The rehabilitation of these tanks and small waterholes will also help to increase
animal sightings for tourists, enhance aesthetic beauty, create new wetland habitats and
consequently enhance the biodiversity of the park. Thus, the Protected Area Managers of the NP
could manipulate habitats and form grasslands in the periphery of newly created wetland
habitats, which would greatly support in maintaining a balanced population of animals in the park
throughout the year.
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2.Objectives of the Proposed Sub Project
2.1. Optimum increase of spatial and temporal availability of water for wildlife by rehabilitating 4 – four
small water tanks by 2020.
2.2. Continuous supply of water for small animals who cannot move long distances in search of water and
increase visitor pleasure by constructing 16 small waterholes along the nature trails of the park by 2020.

3.Description of Proposed Project Activities.
3.1. Rehabilitation of Small Water Tanks: Four small water tanks namely Bellanbandipelessa
Wewa, Divulapitiya Wewa, Millagashandiya Wewa and Muwanpelssa Wewa are selected (Table
1) to be rehabilitated considering the areas mostly affected by water scarcity during the dry
period of the year.
Table: 1 Description on considerations for Small Water Tanks Selection
Tank Name
Reason for Selection/Rehabilitation
Bellanbandipelessa Wewa
This completely abandoned tank is located at a distance
over 10 -20 km, away from both Mau Ara and Udawalawe
Reservoir, and bears a substantial capacity to hold water if
it is rehabilitated. A considerable area of flat/plain land is
available which is capable of converting into grasslands
naturally if water retains throughout the year. Generally,
during the dry period, DWC does not provide water to this
area using water bowsers hence, if the tank is rehabilitated
to increase the water holding capacity, wildlife especially
mega herbivores will be benefitted during the dry period.
Divulapitiya Wewa
This tank is located nearby the Divulapitiya village, away
from both large reservoirs. It is believed that elephants in
this area encroach the village searching for water and food
during the dry season (Southwest monsoon period) and
remain within the park during the rainy season. If the tank
is rehabilitated to retain more water throughout the year,
fodder will naturally increase and will eventually reduce
elephant invasions in the village.
Millagashandiya Wewa
At preset this tank holds less water due to over siltation and
damaged tank bund and spill, only during the northeast
monsoon period. It is located in the central parts of the UNP
distant from both the large reservoirs.
Muwanpelssa Wewa
Completely dried tank due to over siltation and damaged
tank bunt. No water at all during many months of the year.
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Figure 1: Elephants at dried Divulapitiya Wewa.

3.2. Rehabilitation of Small Waterholes
Manmade and small natural waterholes are plenty within the UNP, but they hold water for
shorter periods of time (on average for 2-5 months) due to high evaporation rates and minimum
water holding capacity. Some are small (< 5 m in diameter) in size but support wildlife especially,
small fauna including avifauna, and some waterholes are large (> 20 m in diameter).
Few such waterholes have been
selected strategically from the park
with the objective of providing water
for considerable periods of time for
wildlife which inhabit regions away
from the two larger reservoirs, and
to improve visitor satisfaction.
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict
few abandoned/silted waterholes
which
were
selected
for
rehabilitation.
Figure 2: Small and completely dried Ariwala waterhole to be rehabilitated under Phase 2.
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Figure 3: Kudawewa Waterhole has become silted and dried

Figure 4: Current appearance of Muwanpelessa Galwala Waterhole.
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4. Project Activities
The above mentioned four small water tanks and 16 small waterholes will be
developed/rehabilitated in three phases namely Phase-1, Phase-2 and Phase-3. All these small
tanks are rain fed. They would reach the full capacity during Northeast monsoons and there
would be a decent water level even during dry months. Water levels would go down during the
dry period of the year but will retain a little amount of water for the survival of the wildlife since
this water is not used by humans for agricultural purposes.
Waterholes selected to be rehabilitated under the same Phase-1, Phase-2 and Phase-3 (Table 2,
Table 3 and Table 4) of the sub project, would normally preserve water for at least half of the
year but some waterholes are filled by the DWC during extreme drought periods using water
bowsers.
During rehabilitation work ecological/environmental and/or even social concerns may rise, thus
implementing suitable measures to mitigate negative impacts or reduce negative impacts is
essential. In this regard, the environment and social management plan (ESMP) is prepared (Table
4), implemented and monitored by the DWC and the Project Management Unit (PMU) during the
sub project implementation and operational phases. ESMP recommendations/guidelines shall be
attached into the relevant Bid Documents and contract documents for its optimum
implementation.
PHASE 1: Table 2 illustrates the general information of Phase 1 activities and Figure 5 depicts the
location map of selected water tank (Millagashandiya Wewa) and waterholes planned to be
rehabilitated under Phase 1 of the ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE/3A-12 (CONTRACT NO-LKESCAMP-DWC-102692-CW-RFB).
Table 2: Information of the Water Tank and Waterholes selected under the Phase 1 of the Project
No Name of the
Coordinates
Estimated
Construction
Tank/Waterhole
Cost. (Rs. SL) Period
01 Millagashandiya wewa
E-00214651 N-00141503
7,654,171.42
90 days
02

Nuge-road waterhole

E-00216380

N-00140826

841,571.70

90 days

03
04

Nuge-wewa waterhole
Ali-Oluwa waterhole

E-00214749
E-00211812

N-00142882
N-00144016

668,786.80
652,004.57

90 days
90 days

Millagashandiya wewa (Figure 5) will be rehabilitated to increase its capacity by excavating tank
bed by 450 mm and excavated soil shall be used for tank bund formation. Construction of the
spill also essential intervention to increase its capacity. light clearing of scrubland whenever it is
extremely essential will be carried out under above rehabilitation works. Nege-road waterhole
(Figure 6) is a somewhat larger waterhole, hence small bund and spill is proposed under
rehabilitation works.
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Figure: 5 Map showing Millagasdeniya Wewa

Figure: 6 Location of Nuge Road Waterhole
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Figure 7: Nuge-wewa waterhole

Figure 8: Aliya-Oluwa waterhole
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Earth excavation by 600 mm and rehabilitation of small bunds of waterholes (also use as
causeways/walkways) are proposed under proposed physical works of both Nuge-wewa
waterhole (Figure 7) and Aliya-Oluwa waterhole (Figure 8). However, both will be developed as
concreate waterholes to store 5000 liters of water for wildlife.
PHASE 2: Table 3 shows general information of Phase 2 activities and Figure 9 depicts the location
map of water tanks and waterholes to be rehabilitated under the Phase 2 of the
ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE/3A-12 (CONTRACT NO - LK-ESCAMP-DWC-123649-CW-RFB).

Figure.9: Location Map of Divulapitiya Wewa under phase 2

Renovation of Bellanbandipelesa wewa (Figure 8) and Divulapitiya wewa (Figure 9) are proposed
to rehabilitate under Phase 2 (Table 3) of the project to enhance water retention capacity of both
tanks. As major hard physical interventions, tank beds of both tanks will be excavated by 450 mm
and excavated soil shall be used to rehabilitate the bunds. Spill of the Bellanbandipelesa wewa
to be raised by another 300 mm, and spill of Divulapitiya wewa will be renovated. As
consequence of above interventions, light clearing of scrubland in/around the tanks whenever it
is essential and disturbance to aquatic fauna can be anticipated.
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Table 3: Information of the Water Tank and Waterholes selected under the Phase 2 of the Project
No Name of the Tank/Waterhole
Coordinates
Estimated
Construction
Cost. (Rs. SL) Period
01 Bellandandipelessa wewa
E-00204192 N-00152649 5,877,088.45 90 days
02

Divulapitiya Wewa

E-00214560

N-00140474

2,375,803.00 90 days

03
04
05
06
07

Ariwala Waterhole
Thaligala Waterhole
Thaligala-Weheramankada Waterhole
Mau-Ara Waterhole
Dangahawewa Waterhole

E-00213744
E-00213119
E-00212049
E-00217432
E-00211149

N-00140483
N-00147428
N-00148169
N-00137936
N-00148762

117,000.00
283,392.14
334,475.40
304,011.40
303,346.00

90 days
90 days
90 days
90 days
90 days

Ariwala waterhole, an earthen waterhole, since it is completely silted (Figure 2), will be excavated
to increase its water holding capacity by 1.00 m to 1.66 m. Thalagala waterhole, Thalagala
Veheramankada waterhole and Mau Ara waterhole will be desilted by 600 mm and construct as
concreate waterholes. Dangaha wewa waterhole will be rehabilitated to increase its water
holding capacity by forming a bund and developing the bund. This bund further will be developed
as a motorable causeway.
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Figure 10: Location map of selected water bodies to be rehabilitated under the Phase 1 and Phase 2
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PHASE 3: Table 4 illustrates the general information of Phase 3 activities of the

ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE/3A-12 (CONTRACT NO - LK-ESCAMP-DWC-123653-CW-RFB). One
small water tank and seven waterholes in UNP are expected to be rehabilitated with a total cost
of Rs. 11,864,137.13.
Rehabilitation of Muwanpelessa Wewa, having the objective of increasing its water holding
capacity, will be carried out by increasing the tank bunt height by another 30 cm and excavating
the tank bed by 450 mm. Height of the spill of the tank also will increase by another 30 cm and
will be developed as a spill cum causeway. Facilitating wildlife movements, bund slope will be
kept at 1: 4 feet. Desilted soil shall be reused in the renovation of tank bunds. Felling of tress are
not expected/restricted under this intervention. However, light clearance of bushes may require.
Muwanpalessa galwala (මුවන්පැලැස්ස ගල්මවල) waterhole (Figure 4) to be excavated 1.00 m to
1.75 m since it is completely silted. Light clearing of scrubland whenever it is extremely essential
will be carried out and none of the trees in or around the waterhole is expected to remove. Kuda
Wewa waterhole (කුඩොවැව) will also be rehabilitated to increase its water retention capacity by
excavating 450 mm constructing spill cum causeway. Both waterholes will be rehabilitated as
earthen waterholes.
Table 4: Small water tanks and waterholes to be rehabilitated under the Phase 3 of the subproject.
No Name of the Tank/Waterhole
Coordinates
Estimated
Construction
Cost. (Rs. SL) Period
01 Muwanpelessa Wewa
E-00213718 N-00141541 5,793,236.33 120 days
02

Muwanpelessa Galwala Waterhole

E-00214346 N-00141701

494,925.05

120 days

03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Mavu-Ara Aluthpara - 01 Waterhole
Mavu-Ara Aluthpara - 02 Waterhole
Kudawewa Waterhole

E-00215241 N-00140527
E-00215513 N-00139703
E-00210174 N-00149384
E-00213299 N-00138627
E-00212918 N-00143679
E-00213309 N-00145027
E-00213340 N-00145680

209,417.39
209,417.39
4,319,471.41
209,417.39
209,47.39
209,417.39
209,417.39

120 days
120 days
120 days
120 days
120 days
120 days
120 days

Main Road kone tree waterhole
Turpentine Mandiya Waterhole
Pokunuthenna Road - 01 Waterhole
Pokunuthenna Road - 02 Waterhole

Mauara aluthpara (මව් ආර අලුත්පොර) waterhole - 01, Mauara aluth para waterhole - 02, Main
road kone tree waterhole (කකොන් ගහ), Terpantine mandiya waterhole, Pokunu para (කපොකුණු
පොර) waterhole - I and Pokunu para waterhole - II are decided to developed as concrete
waterholes. Diameter of each waterhole will be kept as 5 m its bottom will be deepened by
another 600 mm to receive 5000 litre capacity. Light clearing of scrublands whenever it is
essential, earth excavation/desilting up to desired depths.
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Table: 5. Excavation depth of water bodies which are proposed to rehabilitate under the sub project
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Name of the Tank/Waterhole
Millagashandiya wewa /water tank
Bellandandipelessa wewa/ water tank
Divulapitiya Wewa/ water tank
Muwanpelessa Wewa/ water tank
Nuge-road waterhole
Nuge-wewa waterhole
Ali-Oluwa waterhole
Ariwala Waterhole
Thaligala Waterhole
Thaligala-Weheramankada Waterhole
Mau-Ara Waterhole
Dangahawewa Waterhole
Muwanpelessa Galwala Waterhole
Mavu-Ara Aluthpara - 01 Waterhole
Mavu-Ara Aluthpara - 02 Waterhole
Kudawewa Waterhole

17

Main Road kone tree waterhole

Proposed Excavation /Dredging Depth
45 cm (approximately 1.5 feet)
45 cm (approximately 1.5 feet)
45 cm (approximately 1.5 feet)
45 cm (approximately 1.5 feet)
45 cm
45 cm
60 cm
100 cm – 166 cm
60 cm
60 cm
60 cm
45 cm
100 cm – 175 cm
60 cm
60 cm
60 cm
60 cm

18
19
20

Turpentine Mandiya Waterhole
Pokunuthenna Road - 01 Waterhole
Pokunuthenna Road - 02 Waterhole

60 cm
60 cm
45 cm

All the above water resources are solely used to benefit the wildlife in the UNP and considerable
amounts of excavation/desilting are proposed in each tank/waterhole (Table 5) to enhance water
holding capacity of each water resource.
However, none of the excavation has been done up to date in any of the above water bodies and
became abundant for a longer known period of time by the PA Managers, due to silting, damage
of tank bunds and spills etc.
At the same time, it is obvious that basically, dredging or desilting in tank beds will be a risk of
damaging the Hardpan of the tank bed which will lead to a significant impact if it is not within
the safe de-silting depth. Hardpan or soil pan is an impenetrable solid layer of soil, usually found
below the uppermost loose topsoil layer and it is formed only when the tank bears/holds water
for years of time. Since these tanks have become empty for a longer known period of time, it is
understood that there cannot be a hardpan below the tank bed and it will be formed slowly after
the proposed rehabilitation works are completed and receive water from the Northeast monsoon
rain for a few years.

Figure:11. Water bodies which will be rehabilitated under Phase 3 of the sub project.
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Table 6: Environment and Social Management Plan

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
REHABILITAION OF SMALL WATER RESOURCES
UDAWALAWE NATIONAL PARK.
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

ECOSYSTEM CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT PROJECT
ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE WATER/3a-12
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Contact Details of Responsible Officers
Position

Name

Postal Address

Contact Number

Director-DWC (O&NM)

Manjula Amararathne

DWC, Jayanthipura, Battaramulla

0714428858

Assistant Director

Channa Suraweera

DWC, Southern Region

0718181030

Park Warden

R.G.R.S. Ranathunga

Udawalawe National Park, DWC

0718184729

Engineer - DWC
Project Engineer -PMU

S. M. M. Siriwardhana
Mathiyaparan

DWC, Jayanthipura, Battaramulla
Engineering Division, DWC.

0766689607
0772849413

Technical Officer - PMU

S.H. Dayananda

Engineering Division, DWC.

0713866775

Safeguard Consultant - ESCAMP
Environment Officer - ESCAMP

Dunstan Fernando
Sameera Pemarathne

ESCAMP, Sampathpaya, Battaramulla
ESCAMP, Sampathpaya, Battaramulla

0773021095
0719938138

Social Officer - ESCAMP

G.D.S. S. Samarathunge

ESCAMP, Sampathpaya, Battaramulla

0718072558

Abbreviations Used
DWC
ESCAMP
PW
WLR
WG
PA
ESSC
PMU

Department of Wild Life Conservation
Ecosystem Conservation and Management Project
Park Warden
Wildlife Ranger
Wildlife Guard
Protected Area
Environment and Social Safeguard Consultant
Project Management Unit - ESCAMP

EO
TO
UNP
NP
ENG
PA
ESMP
SSO

Environment Officer
Technical Officer
Udawalawe National Park
National Park
Engineer
Protected Area
Environment and Social Management Plan
Social Safeguard Officer

Note: Field Based Protected Area Managers (FPAM) of UNP are responsible together with assigned Officers from the PMU, for supervision
and monitoring of implementation of the below mention ESMP. The PMU is further expected to provide a monitoring format to the FPAM
to keep records on monitoring and supervision.
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MITIGATION PLAN
No.

Mitigation Measures

Project phase/
Locations

Mitigation
cost

1: GENERAL SAFEGUARDS ON SMALL WATER SOURCES REHABILITATION IN PAs
1.1
Any live aquatic fauna including at all before site
Monitoring
stages of the life cycle and adjacent preparation/const and
terrestrial fauna that can be ruction works
supervision
vulnerable due to construction works begin
cost
and their nests shall be relocated by
adhering into guidelines of DWC.
1.2
Records on aquatic flora species before site
Monitoring
inhabit in the water bodies shall be preparation/const and
kept. Except invasive sp., an optimum ruction works
supervision
amount of aquatic plants shall be begin
cost
removed from the tanks before
excavation begins. Possible and
appropriate efforts shall be taken to
keep removed flora in live condition to
reintroduce after construction works
are completed.
1.3
Depth of desilting in small water Designing phase
Engineering
tanks/waterholes shall be limited up & desilting period Cost
to 1-2 feet depend on the soil/tank
bottom condition and shall not be
cleared to the deeper layers.
1.4
Slope of the tank/pond bund/dike Designing phase
Engineering
shall be built at the ratio of 1:3 or 1:4
cost
to facilitate easy access/movement for
wild animals.
1.5
Small Islands/artificial habitats shall be Designing phase
Engineering
created inside the water body/at the
cost
margins of the dike/bund.
1.6
Trees/bushes shall be planted around Construction
Engineering
the tank/bund/waterhole to reduce phase
cost
the evaporation loss, reduce predation

Institutional Responsibility
Implementation
Supervision

Monitoring
Frequency

Monitoring/S
upervision
Cost (Rs.)

Monitoring
Indicator/s

WLR – UNP
WG – UNP
EO - PMU

PW – UNP
ESSC – PMU

-

-

1. Number of
animals/eggs/nests
relocated.

WLR – UNP
ESSC – PMU
WG – UNP
EO - PMU

PW – UNP

-

-

1. Number of
species identified.
2. number of
plants removed
from water body

Contractor

ENG-PMU
TO-PMU
ESSC-PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
desilting

-

-

ENG -PMU
TO -PMU

ESSC-PMU

-

-

-

ENG -PMU
TO -PMU

ESSC-PMU

-

-

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs - UNP
EO-PMU

Biweekly

-

1. no of species
planted

ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE-WATER/3a-12
at the waterhole, facilitate roosting
sites.
1.7

1.8

Excavated
materials
such
as
sand/silt/debris or soil from the tanks/
waterholes shall not be taken out of
the PA, shall be reused or
flattened/landscape
on
the
surrounding area.
excavation/desilting depth shall be
decided with extreme care on hardpan
of the tank. Excavation shall be carried
out under supervision of ENG/TO only

Designing phase
& construction
phase.
Tank/bund/spill
rehabilitation
sites
Designing phase
& construction
phase. Tank
rehabilitation
sites

Engineering
Cost

Contractor

TO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

2. no of
trees/buses
planted
-

-

Contractor
ENG- DWC/PMU
TO - PMU

ESSC

Frequent
monitoring

-

-

Entire
construction
period & entire
UNP
Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.
Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

-

WG - UNP
Contractor

ESSC-PMU
PW - UNP

Dailey
monitoring

-

Contractor

WGs - UNP
EO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs - UNP

Frequent
monitoring

Site preparation,
construction,
material
transportation
stages and
construction sites.

-

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
WG - UNP

Random
monitoring

2: IMPACTS ON FAUNA
2.1

Poaching/hunting of animals shall not
be allowed

2.2

Limit activities to day light working
hours from 8.00 am to 5.00 pm

2.3

Equipment which may produce noise
and vibration, used for earthmoving
and concrete mixing shall be limited,
as much as possible within the site.

2.4

Vehicles travelling in and out of the PA
should maintain low speeds (10 - 15
kmh-1), when transporting material
inside the NP in order to avoid
disturbing the wildlife and to avoid risk
of accidents.
In the event the road within the UNP is
blocked by wildlife, the contractor
shall not disturb the wildlife until they

1.No of complains
received
2. Number of
observations made
1. Number of
observations made

1.No of complains
received
2. Number of
observations made
Rs.
……………….
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/W
Gs)

1. Number of
reported deaths of
wild animals during
the site
preparation,
material
transportation and
construction.

ESCAMP/DWC/UDAWALAWE-WATER/3a-12
move away from the path, with noise
or other means.

2.5

Tooting of vehicle horns shall not be
permitted.

material
transportation
stages,
construction
period &
construction sites
Before
commencing the
field
implementation.

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs - UNP

Frequent
/daily
monitoring

2.6

All works shall be carried out in such a
manner that the destruction or
disruption to the fauna and their
habitats is minimised. The PW and / or
WLRs may create awareness on this
for the contractor and workforce.

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW- UNP
ESSC-PMU

EO-PMU
WLRs-UNP

Biweekly
monitoring

2.7

Construction workers shall be
instructed to protect fauna including
wild animals and aquatic life as well as
their habitats. Hunting, poaching and
unauthorized fishing by project
workers will not be allowed.

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW-UNP
ESSC-PMU

EO-PMU
WLRs-UNP

Periodical
monitoring
during the
construction
period.

2.8

Activities that disturbs Bats (or any
other nocturnal avifauna) shall not be
done. Cutting or pruning of larger
trees exists nearby water bodies that
are used by bats for roosting, shall not
be done. As examples for such
activities Night time working, use of

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW-UNP
Contractor

EO-PMU
WLRs-UNP

at the
beginning of
the project &
thereafter
periodical
monitoring

2. Number of
complaints
received
3. No of records of
abnormal or
aggressive
behaviours of wild
animals due to
noise and
vibration.
1. Number of cases
reported
2. Number of
complaints
received
1.Rs. …………..
(cost for
awareness
programs)
2. Rs.
……………….
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/W
Gs)

1.Number of cases
reported
2. Number of
complaints
received
3. Number of
observations made
1.Number of
observations made
2. Number of
complaints
received
3.. Number of
cases reported
1. Number of
observations made
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construction
lights/flash
lights,
extreme noise creation, cutting down
of roosting trees, setting up camp near
roosts.
3: IMPACTS ON FLORA
3.1
All works shall be carried out in a
manner that the destruction to the
flora and their habitats is minimised.
Trees and vegetation shall be felled
/removed/pruned only if that
impinges directly on the permanent
works or necessary temporary works.
Areas of shrubs and trees that should
be removed shall be marked by the
DWC. In all such cases contractor shall
take prior approval from the PW and
such activities shall be performed
under the supervision of WLRs or WGs
only.
3.2
Ensure that all trees and vegetation
essential to be removed shall be
marked prior to clearance by a
WLR/WG under supervision of PW,
and strict control on clearing activities
will be implemented to ensure
minimal clearance.
3.3

Endemic/rare/threatened/endangere
d plant/tree species shall not be
permitted to fell/remove or prune.
Such species shall be identified before
the contractor mobilized to the site.

3.4

Where tank bunt rehabilitation
happens, required soil/gravel may
obtain from the NP under the
permission of DWC, in such case
clearing of surface vegetation

Entire
construction
period,
construction sites
and immediate
surroundings

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs -UNP

Frequent
monitoring

Rs………
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/W
Gs)

1. Number of
trees felled or
removed

Site preparation /
material
transportation
period
&
construction sites.

-

WGs-UNP
Contractor

PW-UNP
EO-PMU

Periodical
Monitoring

Rs…………..
(travelling
cost of
PW/WLRs/W
Gs)

1. No of trees
marked & removed
2. Area (ha/m2) of
vegetation cleared

Before physical
implementation
of the project
activities.
construction sites
&
immediate
surroundings
Material sourcing,
entire
construction
period and

-

PW/ESSC/WLRs/
WGs/EO

ESSS-PMU

-

-

1. Number of
Endemic/rare/thre
atened/endangere
d plant/tree
species found &
marked.

-

Contractor
TO - PMU

WLRs - UNP
WGs – UNP
EO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
sourcing

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WGs)

-
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3.5

3.6

in/around soil/gravel burrow sites
shall be carried out without damaging
the surface grass cover and natural
habitats. Therefore, such activities
shall be done under instruction of PW
and supervision of WLRs/WGs only.
Material transport vehicles, machinery
and equipment shall be used and
stationed only in the areas of work
under the recommendation of the
WLRs and in any other area
designated/approved by the PW
within the PA.

gravel/soil
sourcing sites

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

-

Contractor

WLRs - UNP
WGs – UNP
TO-PMU

Ensure traffic for transporting
materials is restricted to established
tracks and roads of the UNP only, and
off-road transportation is strictly
prohibited.

Material
Transporting,
entire
construction
period &
construction sites

-

Contractor

WLRs - UNP
WGs – UNP
TO-PMU

Material
/gravel/soil/sourci
ng sites

-

Contractor

PW - UNP
WLRs - UNP
EO - PMU
ENG – PMU
TO - PMU

after material
sourcing

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW-UNP
ESSC-PMU
ENG-PMU

CONCERN 4: SPREDING OF INVASIVE SPECIES
4.1
Materials such as soil, sand & gravel
use as construction material, may be
obtained from the UNP under the
approval of DWC. Identified borrow
sites/ quarry sites shall be inspected in
order to ensure that none of the
invasive plant species are present
around. Initial inspection on presence
of invasive species around the
identified borrow sites shall be carried
out before obtaining the materials
from the site. This shall be done under
instruction and supervision of PWonly.
4.2
All burrow site should be
rehabilitated appropriately after use

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
transporting
&
construction
period.
Frequent
monitoring

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WGs)

1. Number of
designated areas
for vehicle station

-

1. Number of
observations
made/ cases
reported on off
road/track
transportation

Rs. ………….
Travelling
cost for
WLR/WGs

During the
work in
progress

-

1.Number of
borrow sites
rehabilitated
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2.Area and depth
of barrow site/s
4.3

Vehicles enter into the park with any
material should be covered.

4.4

Wheel washing of vehicles are not
allowed inside the PA/working area.

4.5

Vehicle washing should be conducted
periodically (outside the park) to
prevent carrying any invasive species
even from the outside.
Any invasive plant species present in
or around the work site shall be
removed
and
discard/destroy
appropriately

4.6

4.7

The construction site and the vicinity
shall be inspected /monitored
periodically at least for 6 months even
after completion of the construction
activities to ensure that no invasive
species are establishing themselves at
the site.
5: SOIL PROTECTION
5.1
Top soil at the immediate vicinity of
any construction location shall not be
removed without written permission
form the PW - UNP. If it is essential to
remove under written permission,
such an activity shall be carried out
under the supervision of the
WLRs/WGs.

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.
Entire
construction
period and
construction sites
Entire
construction
period & outside
the park
Site preparation
& construction
period

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLRs - UNP
WGs – UNP
TO-PMU

Daily
monitoring

-

-

Contractor

WLRs - UNP
WGs – UNP
TO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

-

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WGs - UNP
EO-PMU
TO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

1.Records on
vehicle washing

Engineering
cost

Contractor
EO-PMU
WRLs-UNP

PW – UNP
ESSC-PMU

Weekly
monitoring

-

after completing
the physical
construction

-

EO-PMU
WRLs-UNP

PW – UNP
ESSC-PMU

Biweekly
monitoring

Rs…………….
(travelling
cost of WLRs)

1.Number of
species removed
2.Number of
invasive plants
removed
3.Area of invasive
plant removed
1.Safeguard
monitoring reports

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

-

Contractor

TO - PMU
WLG – UNP
EO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
site
preparation.

Rs………
(travelling
cost of
WLRs/WDs)

1. Amount and/or
area of top soil
removed
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5.2

Removed top soil (if there is) shall be
reused as productive soil. Therefore,
removed topsoil shall be stripped and
stockpiled later for re-spreading on all
exposed areas when final shaping has
been
completed,
when
replanting/establishing vegetation or
rearranging the site after completing
the construction.
5.3
Proposed works (especially the small
tank rehabilitation works) shall be
implemented during the dry period.
However, if the works are done during
rainy period, soil conservation
measures (these may include, but not
be limited to, rock check dams,
sediment basins, sediment fences and
silt socks) shall be implemented in soil
erosion sensitive locations along with
the construction works.
Erosion and sediment controls shall be
monitored on a weekly basis and
immediately
following
rainfall,
inspection results shall be recorded as
part safeguard monitoring.
Any fill material shall not be placed
around or pushed up against the bases
of trees and shrubs to be retained
within the construction site.
All fill shall be sufficiently compacted
to minimize erosion potential.
All exposed soil areas shall be
stabilized and revegetated as soon as
possible on completion of works to
prevent potential future erosion.
6. CHANCE FINDS
6.1 Archaeological Chance Finds

Construction
period and at final
touch-up the sites

-

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
EO-PMU

Periodical
monitoring

Pre-construction
period where the
rehabilitation
sites identified as
soil conservation
measures are
needed.

Engineering
cost

Contractor

ENG-PMU
TO-PMU
ESSS - PMU
EO-PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

Rs. ………….
for travelling
cost for DWC
officers

1. Number of
evidences of
significant
sediment
deposition outside
the works area
2. Number of
evidences of
significant riling,
gullies or other
instances of runoff erosion
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6.1.1

In case of archeological chance finds,
the contractor is obliged to stop the
works immediately and inform the
ENG, TO, WLG or any other officer
from the DWC/PMU that available at
the immediate vicinity.
Any antiquity, structures and other
remain/things of geological or
archaeological interest etc.
discovered on the site and/or during
rehabilitation work shall be returned
to the PW or ENG.
Rehabilitation/construction activities
shall be restarted only after obtaining
the ESSS’s and PW’s approval.
Necessary further official actions with
the Department of Archeology shall
be taken by the PW or ENG.
6.2. Chance finds of Important Flora
6.2.1
During
site
preparation
or
construction,
if
a
rare/threatened/endangered
flora
species is found, it shall be
immediately informed to PW or WLR
officers at LNW. All activities that
could destroy such flora and/or its
habitat shall be stopped with
immediate effect.
Such activities shall be restarted only
after
obtaining
the
ESSS’s
recommendation and PW’s approval.
Relevant conservation activities shall
be carried out by the PW and EO.
6.3 Chance Find of Important Fauna

during site
preparation/obtai
ning barrow
materials form
the
park/construction
period

-

Contractor

PW – UNP
ENG-PMU
ESSC-PMU
TO-PMU

daily
monitoring

1.Rs. …………..
as awareness
for
contractor
and
workforce
2. Rs. ………….
For travelling
cost for DWC
officers

1. Number of
chances find
occasions

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites
and immediate
surroundings

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW - UNP
EO – PMU
Contractor

ESSc - PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
construction
period.

Rs………..
for
awareness
programs

1.No of rare/
threatened/endan
gered flora species
found

6.3.1

During material
sourcing from the
UNP, construction

Awareness
under the
monitoring

PW - UNP
EO – PMU
Contractor

ESSC - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

Rs………..

1. No of rare/
threatened/enda

During site preparation, material
sourcing or construction, if a
rare/threatened/endangered fauna
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species is found, it shall be
period and
immediately informed to PW or
construction
Engineer or ESSC. All activities that
sites/immediate
could destroy such fauna and/or its
surroundings
habitat shall be stopped with
immediate effect.
Such activities shall be restarted only
after obtaining the ESSS’s
recommendation and PW’s approval.
Relevant conservation activities shall
be carried out by the PW and EO.
7: PROTECTION OF OTHER WATER SOURCES OF UNP
7.1
The contractor is responsible for Entire
arranging adequate supply of water construction
for the project purpose throughout period and
the construction period. Contractor waterways
shall not obtain water from surface located around
water resources inside PAs for his the construction
purposes without receiving approval site
from PW or WLRs.
7.2
The Contractor shall not extract Entire
ground water from the aquifer construction
without approval from the PW.
period
Such extraction (if approved) should
be under direct supervision of the
WLR.
7.3
Contractor shall not divert, close or Entire
block existing canals/streams within construction
the PA for any purpose of the period.
construction work.
7.4
Contractor shall protect the water Entire
sources (Waterholes, tanks and construction
surface runoffs) in the PA from various period
contaminants (dust, sand, cement,
soil, polythene, plastic, or any other
waste) derived from the works or
workers.

and
supervision
cost.

Engineering
cost

for
awareness
programs

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
TO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring

-

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
TO - PMU

Frequent
supervision

-

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
TO - PMU
EO-PMU
TO - PMU

Biweekly
monitoring

ngered fauna
species found

Rs……….
Under
awareness
and
supervision/
monitoring
cost

Rs………
(includes cost
of water
quality
testing if it is
necessary)

1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received.

1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received.
1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received.
3. water quality
testing reports
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7.5

7.6

Workers shall be made aware on
water conservation and waste
minimization during the construction
process by the ESSC and/or PW.

Before labour
camps are
established
and/or works
start.

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost.

PW - UNP
ESSC - PMU

Workers shall be made aware on
water conservation from faecal
pollution.

Entire
construction
period and
construction/labo
ur camp sites.

Awareness
under the
monitoring
&
supervision
cost.

PW - UNP
ESSC - PMU

WLRs - UNP
EO-PMU

Weekly
monitoring

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW- UNP

Periodical
monitoring
during the
construction
period.

8. LABOUR CAMPS
8.1
Sewage and other biological waste
material from the camping sites shall
be properly disposed and they should
not be leaking to the ground water
systems. Other water material should
not be disposed within the PA/Forest
areas and should be taken away from
the PA/Forest area.
8.2
The PW/WLRs shall educate and make
employees
aware
on
water
conservation from faecal pollution,
waste minimization and safe disposal
of any waste generated due to the
proposed construction.
No any plastic or polythene materials
shall be brought into the project
sites/PA.
Any other organic or inorganic solid
waste material should be collected in
covered bins and arrangements
should be made for removal of solid

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

WLRs - UNP
EO-PMU

Rs………… for
awareness
programs)

WLRs- UNP

Awareness
under the
monitoring
and
supervision
cost

Weekly
monitoring

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs- UNP
EO-PMU
ESSS-PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
transporting
and
construction
period.

1.number of
observations
made/complains
received
2. records on type
and amount (kg) of
waste
generated/release
d into water
bodies.
1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received from the
community/ Forest
Dept. officers.
1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received

Rs…….
(including
cost for any
awareness
programme)

1. No of
observations made
2. No of complains
received
3. Amount (kg) of
organic or
inorganic solid
waste collected
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8.3

waste from the site/PA. Removing of
collected solid waste out of the PA
under should be carry out under the
supervision of WLRs/WGs.
Any disposed organic material within
the site should not be washed away by
surface runoff in adjacent areas.
Measures to avoid/minimize dust
have to be taken as;
• Covering the vehicles
carrying dusty materials.
• Spraying of water where
necessary

9: SAFTY
9.1 FIRE PROTECTION
9.1.1
No storage facilities shall be
established inside the UNP.
In any case, any lubricant, fuel or any
chemical substance, any other solvent
should not be brought to the site for
any purpose without receiving written
permission from the PW.
Waste oil, other petroleum products
and untreated wastewater shall not be
discharged on ground/within the UNP.
Collected all waste/spoils shall be
taken away from the Park, under
supervision of WLRs.
No one will be allowed for cooking,
smoking during working hours or
bringing cigarettes, matchboxes or
any other smoking
material/apparatus etc. into the sites.
Short fire prevention and control
system should be established

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
EO-PMU
SO - PMU

Frequent
monitoring
during the
material
transporting
and
construction
period.

-

1. No of complains
received
2. Number of
observations
made/ cases
reported

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

-

Contractor

PW- UNP

Frequent
monitoring

-

1. Number of
incidents recorded
on forest fire

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

-

Every day

-

Entire
construction

Engineering
cost

1. Number of
cases/incidents
related to forest
fire, happened.
2. Number of
observations made
1. Established
locations &

WLRs – UNP
EO - PMU

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP

Contractor

PW- UNP

Intermittentl
y
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especially at the labour camps. Ex:
Fire Extinguishers
9.2
9.2.1

SAFTY OF TOURISITS/VISIORS OF UNP
The Contractor shall take all necessary
measures for the safety of visitors of
UNP
where
tank/waterhole
rehabilitation are taken place and
provide, erect and maintain such
barricades, sign boards, markings and
flags as instruct by the ENG and ESSC
for the information and protection of
visitors.
9.3
WORKER SAFTY
9.3.1
All reasonable precautions shall be
taken to prevent danger of the
workers such as prevent of wildlife
attacks, falling to excavated pits,
contacts with unsafe power supply
lines etc.
The Contractor shall provide personal
protective equipment to the workers
such as safety goggles, helmets,
masks, boots, sanitizer etc. to protect
from accidents and COVID 19
pandemic.
10. LABOUR CAMPS
10.1
The contractor should give priority to
hire labours from the surrounding
areas to avoid the need for labour
camps.
10.2

If labour camps are required to house
migrant workers, they should be
placed well away from the PA
boundaries and buffer zones where
elephants are not roaming.

period and
construction sites.

WLRs – UNP

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites

Engineering
cost

Contractor

WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU
EO-PMU

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

Engineering
cost

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP
SO – PMU
EO - PMU

during the
construction
period

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

number of fire
extinguishers
available at the site

Rs…….
cost for
travelling
including cost
for any
awareness
programs
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10.3

10.4

10.5

If the labour camps should be
established within the PA boundary
due to any essential reason especially
where tank rehabilitations are going
on, such can be established under the
approval of PW- UNP only.
If labour camps are required to
established within PA boundary,
temporary electric fence shall be
established around the camp. A WG
should be deployed day and night
within the camp site.
Biological waste materials from the
camping sites shall not be dispose/
decompose within the PA and they
should be taken away from the PA to
dispose/decompose.

during
construction
period

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

during
construction
period

-

Contractor
PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP

SO - PMU
ESSC - PMU

during
construction
period

-

Contractor

PW- UNP
WLRs – UNP
SO - PMU
EO - PMU

before beginning
physical
implementation

-

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
PW - UNP
WLRs - UNP

Labour camp sites after use should be
cleared and the site should be
reinstated to previous condition.
No any plastic or polythene materials
shall be brought into the project sites
in PA.
Cooking will not be allowed within the
camps.
Sewage from the camping sites shall
be properly disposed and they should
not be leaking to the ground water
systems.
11. OTHER MATTERS
11.1
All necessary approvals, permits and
licenses required by the state and local
legislation will be obtained prior to
construction
commencing.
All

Random
monitoring

-
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11.2

11.3

approvals, permits and licenses shall
be maintained and complied with
during the construction period. Should
there be any changes to the project
which would require additional
permits or licenses, these shall be
obtained.
Children who are under 14 years shall
not be hired for any project activity
and who are below 18 years shall not
hire for any risky or heavy work.
At every workplace, first aid kit shall be
provided.

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

-

Contractor

ENG - PMU
TO - PMU
PW - UNP
WLRs - UNP

Random
monitoring

-

Entire
construction
period and
construction sites.

-

Contractor

TO - PMU
WLRs - UNP

Random
monitoring

--

Total Cost for Implementing the EMP (has to be filled by the Bidder) Rs.
Total Cost for Monitoring the EMP (to be filled by the DWC) Rs.
Total cost for implementing and monitoring the EMP Rs.

-

